
Commonly Used Rules of Golf 

Knowing the USGA rules of golf can help your game.  USGA Rule books are available 
for purchase in the pro shop. 

Out of Bounds:  Marked by white stakes.  STROKE AND DISTANCE.  With a ONE 
STROKE penalty, you must re-hit from the location of your previous shot.   If you are 
uncertain as to whether your ball has come to rest out of bounds, you may play a 
PROVISIONAL ball.  See section below.   
 
Lost Ball:  STROKE AND DISTANCE.  With a ONE STROKE penalty, you must re-hit 
from the location of your previous shot.   If there is a chance that your ball could be lost, 
you may play another ball as a provisional before you proceed.  
 
Provisional Ball:  If a ball may be lost outside a water hazard or may be out of bounds, 
to save time the player may play another ball provisionally in accordance with 
Rule 27-1.  The player must inform her fellow competitor that she intends to play a 
provisional ball, and she must play it before she or her partner goes forward to search 
for the original ball. 
 
Hazards:  Marked by yellow stakes or lines.   With a ONE STROKE penalty, drop 
anywhere along a line, keeping the point where the ball crossed the margin of the 
hazard between you and the hole (Rule 26). You can always play the ball from the 
hazard, without penalty, if you wish. 
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Lateral Water Hazards:  Marked by red stakes or lines.  With a ONE STROKE penalty, 
drop within two club lengths, no nearer the hole, of the point where the ball last crossed 
the margin of the hazard.  Or you can do the same on the opposite side of the lateral 
hazard, equidistant from the hole (Rule 26)  
 
 
Unplayable Lie:  ONE STROKE penalty. Drop the ball two club lengths, no nearer the 
hole, OR go back and drop anywhere along the line, keeping the point where the ball 
lay between you and the hole.  CAUTION:  If your ball rolls back into an unplayable lie, 
you must play it or take another penalty stroke and re-drop.  If you take an unplayable 
lie in a bunker, you must re-drop in the bunker (Rule 28). 
 
 
Free Drops:  You receive a free drop if your ball lands in a location where your swing is 
impeded by an immovable MANMADE object.   You drop the ball one club length no 
nearer the hole from the nearest place where you can make a swing.   The same 
applies to casual water, ground under repair, animal holes, and balls which lay on the 
cart path. 
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Play Your Own Ball:  Put an identifying mark on your ball.  You may lift the ball to 
identify it, (You can clean it  only as much as needed for identification.)  If you play the 
wrong ball you incur a TWO STROKE penalty and then must play the correct ball.  The 
other player’s ball is put back to its original spot. 
 
 Ball Moves After Address:  If your ball moves after you have address it, you much 
replace it and take a ONE STROKE penalty, unless it is virtually certain that you did not 
cause the ball to move. Player has addressed the ball when the club is grounded in 
front of or behind the ball. 
  
Putting:  The penalty for hitting another player’s ball while putting on the green is a 
TWO STROKE penalty to you.  It is your responsibility to ask to have the other person’s 
ball marked. It is also a TWO STROKE penalty for hitting the flag that is either on the 
ground or in the hole while putting.  
 
Hitting You, Your Clothing, or Your Equipment:  If your ball hits you, your partner, 
your equipment or your cart, you get a ONE STROKE penalty.  Play the ball as it lies.  
There is no penalty for hitting anything else.  
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